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We unlock the power of
technology to engage and
delight audiences in every
form of media and live
experience.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

Our clients are the artists,
storytellers, designers and
business leaders who create
the most memorable
moments in popular culture.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

Think Globally
PRG’s global footprint means
that the resources needed for
a project are never out of
reach, even with COVID-era
tightening of national
borders.

WILD ’N OUT, MTV

Delivered Locally
PRG’s local Atlanta office is a gateway to
our worldwide network of expertise and
equipment. Our team of production pros
can assist whether you need to shoot a
music video, create immersive backdrops
for a film or television show, or put on a
local drive-in event.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.
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Production
Services
PRG offers the most
comprehensive suite of
production services available
today.
Clients engage us as a 360°
provider or for solutions
within a specific discipline.

Insert image related to service offering

Camera & Optics

Video & Projection

Lighting

Audio

The most extensive inventory
of cameras, lenses and
accessories plus camera prep
facilities across the United
States.

Advanced video solutions,
leveraging proprietary
technologies far-reaching
inventory in LED, projectors
and media servers.

Able to service any lighting
need in the studio or on
location. Experience in every
entertainment and live-events
market.

Unsurpassed for both the
experience and knowledge of
our audio team and the
scope of our inventory.

Proprietary:
35LIVE!, Front Row Cam
In Inventory:
Sony, ARRI, RED, Canon,
Panasonic, Angenieux, Leica,
Cooke, Fujinon, Zeiss

Proprietary:

Proprietary (partial list):

SpaceFrame™, Mbox®,
Enhanced Environments

Best Boy® HP,
GroundControl™

In Inventory:

In Inventory:

Sony, ARRI, RED, Canon,
Panasonic, Angenieux, Leica,
Cooke, Fujinon, Zeiss

ETC, Vari-Lite, Martin, Clay
Paky, Robe, ARRI

In Inventory:

Shure, Sennheiser,
Lectrosonics, Calrec,
Focusrite, Yamaha, ClearCom, Telex/RTS, Riedel

Rigging & Automation
We manage the most complex
rigging needs. Our highlyrespected rigging team
includes ETCP qualified
professionals.
Proprietary:
SpeedStar™, Stage
Command™
In Inventory:
Tomcat, James Thomas
Engineering, Cybermotion, CM
Lodestar, BlackTrax, MotionLabs

Broadcast Systems

End-to-end solutions to
support the simplest or most
demanding of productions
with flypacks, wireless audio
and video, fiber solutions and
much more.
Partnership: Advanced
broadcasting capabilities in
conjunction with DTAGS allow
you to stream from anywhere
with remote solutions including
transmission, production control
rooms, audio rooms, EVS rooms
and TOC

Livestreaming

Virtual Production

Deliver your content to
anyone with a screen
anywhere on the globe. We
apply unsurpassed inventory
and deep expertise to bring
you trusted, tested service.

PRG is a pioneer in virtual
technologies, including
extended reality and real-time
camera tracking with live
previsualizations.
Proprietary:
Ncam, PRG xR Stage (Los
Angeles)

PRG’S ATLANTA CAMERA PREP FACILITY
360° Fan Immersion

Project Element

Camera Prep
Facilities
With seven full-service camera prep
facilities in North America, including
Atlanta and New Orleans, and the
most extensive inventory of
cameras, lenses and accessories
available, we are fully prepared to
service every type of project at any
location.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

PRG Innovation
In every market we serve, we advance
creativity through technology.
• 250+ patents and 100+ trademarks to
date
• Product development based on client
need, informed by direct experience
• Greater creative, audience impact,
cost-efficiency and sustainability

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

Enhanced Environments
Digital Scenery brings the location to the studio with
widely praised fidelity, instead of transporting cast,
crew and gear.
Highlights:
• Leverages PRG’s industry-leading video, LED technology
and media servers
• Flexibility to change locations and adapt setting from
night to day in one stage location
• Significant advantages over traditional green-screen
technology, favored by leading DPs
• Reduced post-production cost
• Includes car process

Watch the video.
Cinematographer and DP testimonials on
Enhanced Environments

LA TO VEGAS, ENHANCED ENVIRONMENTS

Next Level Green Screen
The combination of LED screen technology and
content playback introduces dynamic features
• Director and actors immersed in real-time
environment
• Real-time visuals and ambient lighting for
cinematographer and gaffer
• Background is no longer a 2D surface - it can now
act as a 3D background with based on camera
point of view and positioning
• Removes green screen glare from actors

PRG DIGITAL STUDIOS NASHVILLE

Digital Studios
PRG offers studio environments
created for pre-recorded and live
content for digital events.
Our studio environments are built
for easy, fast, efficient production at
any scale, from a livestreamed
corporate presentation to a film
with an immersive virtual set.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

VISUAL RENDERING OF DRIVE-IN EXPERIENCE
LINDSAY ELL, HEART THEORY LIVESTREAM CONCERT

Nashville Studio
PRG Digital Studios Nashville was
created to serve the city’s music
community, with live performance
production elements and remotecontrol camera systems to create
an “at-the-show” experience for
fans.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

XR STUDIO, GLENDALE

Orlando Studio
Built to meet the increasing
demand for professional quality
streaming of corporate meetings
and presentations, our Orlando
studio offers everything you need
to put on a virtual event, branded
shoot or discussion panel.

Insert image related to service offering

RODDY RICCH, ANTI-SOCIAL

Artist Development
PRG is committed to bringing solutions to
creative visions of all scopes and sizes.
We’ve worked with developing artists to
align their production value with their
potential. Many of them have grown into
some of the biggest acts in music.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

AMINE, LIVE FROM LIMBO YOUTUBE PERFORMANCE

Our team offers the best of
both worlds: boutique-level
focus supported by top
industry experts backed by
the entertainment world’s
largest rental inventory.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

ATLANTA (FX NETWORK), PRG ENHANCED ENVIRONMENTS

Case Studies
PRG takes a custom approach
to every project it undertakes.
The following case studies
show the range of production
challenges we’ve addressed
and creative visions we’ve
helped to realize.

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

Wild ‘N Out
We have a multi-year relationship with MTV’s longrunning comedy improv show
• Lighting, rigging, LED, and media servers
• Proprietary Mbox media server facilitates fastchanging screen graphic and video content critical to
the show
• PRG lighting technology provides seamless
transitions on a set where unpredictability is the
norm
• Delivered to Atlanta

Regular Heroes
PRG supplied all camera gear for the eight-part Amazon Prime
docuseries, which highlights the unsung heroes of the
pandemic.
• Camera packages from PRG
• Show offers support and assistance with donations of
goods and services
• Produced and created by Big Fish Entertainment and MGM
Company

Soul of a Nation
ABC’s six-part series ‘Soul of a Nation’ travels across the
USA, documenting the Black cultural experience through
intimate stories focused on spirituality, Black joy, activism in
sports and the racial reckoning that erupted after the death of
George Floyd last year
• PRG provided local camera packages and accessories from
our Atlanta Camera Prep Facility
• Show produced and created by black journalists from ABC
News

Unhinged
PRG provided cameras for the 2020 action thriller
starring Russell Crowe.
• Entire movie shot in New Orleans during hurricane
season and takes place in one script day
• Special Black-Tek rigging system allowed for quick
camera setup
• Quick, efficient gear swaps meant the DP and
director never waited on any equipment
“I can’t say enough good things about Mindy from PRG
and the entire crew in New Orleans. They were so
supportive, and all the gear swaps were seamless. I
have no recollection of anything coming in and out, and
that’s the way it should be.”
- Brendan Galvin, Director of Photography, Unhinged

Ozark
Our services for the Netflix crime drama contribute to
the booming Georgia production industry
• PRG provides camera and camera support for the
series
• Local PRG Atlanta offices allow for swift gear swaps
and low transportation costs

Lindsay Ell
Design firm and PRG partner Fireplay produced an
immersive and interactive livestreamed concert at PRG
Digital Studios Nashville
• 200 live fans enjoyed the show and interact in realtime with the artist from the comfort of their own
homes
• 360° gear solutions by PRG
• Shot with 35LIVE!™ proprietary tech

Fortnite Spotlight Series
In-game concerts for Fortnite’s Spotlight Series were
shot and livestreamed from our Virtual Production
Studio
• Full lighting, video, audio, camera, broadcast
equipment and crew from PRG
• Ongoing series with upcoming artists, Anderson
.Paak pictured
• Fans were given an interactive concert viewing
experience in Party Royale gaming mode

Watch the video.

Blake Shelton
Award-winning country music artist and television
personality Blake Shelton’s exclusive one-day-only
drive-in performance was taped at PRG Digital Studios
Nashville
• Guest appearances by Gwen Stefani and Trace
Adkins
• PRG provided lighting, audio, LED, comms and
camera
• Shot with 35LIVE!™ proprietary tech
• Screened simultaneously at 300 participating drive-in
locations throughout the country

Billie Eilish
Tour support seamlessly scaled as the artist has grown
to Grammy-winning stature and global recognition
• Provided lighting, rigging, LED, automation and
cameras
• PRG was able to adapt production needs to align
with artist’s rapid growth to a worldwide market
• GroundControl™ was uniquely used as a tool to
color match key lighting

ELEAGUE Major
We provided a 360 solution for the Counter-Strike competitions
held in Boston and Atlanta
• PRG worked alongside Turner & WME | IMG to stage,
produce, stream and broadcast ELEAGUE events
• Furnished scenic design, LED, video and lighting
technologies
• Event featured 24 professional teams from around the world

RuPaul’s Drag Race Live!
We are production partners for multiple iterations of
RuPaul’s groundbreaking Drag Race dynasty
• Interactive audience experience includes scenic, LED,
video and lighting from PRG
• Residency at the Flamingo Las Vegas
• Also support RuPaul’s Drag Race television series and
the Werq the World Tour

OLG Playstage
We’ve partnered with live Nation and MLSE to create
this drive-in experience for sporting events and
concerts located in the heart of Toronto
• Three 40 ft x 20 ft LED screens create viewing area
with 250 car capacity
• Audio, FM Broadcasting, Lighting, Media Servers,
and LED by PRG
• Official tailgating for the Toronto Raptors

Miami Art Week
We proudly provided all lighting, audio and LED equipment
for CAKE Original's Art Basel showcase, The Cake Factory
§ Weeklong art gallery by day and party by night located
in Wynwood arts district
§ Multidisciplinary experience included array of late-night
DJs, live mural painting and art installations by more
than 20 visual artists
§ Miami depot provided gear, cutting transportation costs
and offering local support

Backyard at Hudson Yards
PRG partnered with Overland Entertainment to bring an
outdoor “sit-in” option to Hudson Yards
• Socially distanced solution featuring dedicated pods
• Variety of content including movie nights from
Tribeca Film Festival and sports
• Provided: audio, LED and rigging

Contact Info
For questions, gear rentals or information:
info@prg.com

Insert image related to client.
(Past production, team, facilities, etc.) If
there is past history with PRG, include
photo related to that collaboration.

1389 Chattahoochee Ave NW, Atlanta, GA 30318

